
 

 

"Do not go gentle into that good night"... 
 
 
     Following the Messier galactic OCs from new-born babies like M42 to middle-aged boomers like M35 and on to aging retirees like M67, I have seen how the stars, -- with the hottest and most massive first --, 
have used up their nuclear fuel, cooled down and expanded, until after 10 Gyr all the OBAFG-stars are missing from the Main Sequence and most of the bright KM-stars are now on the red giant branches (RGB, 
AGB) as huffing and puffing dying stars, while there are an increasing number of stellar remnants in the form of ejected veils of outer stellar atmospheres and degenerate stellar cores (white dwarfs). 
 
     The Messier catalogue contains a few objects that illustrate what can happen, when a star dies, i.e. in the short post-AGB phase. The specific death of a star is dependent on the initial mass of the star. 
 
     Stars born with a large mass (hot, luminous type O-B-A) will end up with a post-AGB mass of >8 solar and a degenerate core mass of >1.4 solar, which cannot support the crush of gravity; These giants "do not 
go gentle into that good night", but  instead core-collapse with an outer shell rebound in a type-II supernova im/explosion, leaving a veil nebula plus a neutron star or a black hole. 
 
     Lower-mass stars <8 solar will end their life in a less spectacular way, where the stellar winds from helium-shell flashes (thermal pulses) pushes out the outer hydrogen atmosphere in shells, while the 
exposed core gets hotter to the point where UV radiation can ionize the expanding gas as a planetary nebula. A luminous PN exists for a period < 60.000 yr, while the WD core will slowly cool down over billions 
of years as its ionized O and C atoms align in a crystal lattice, - a giant diamond: "Lucy in the sky with diamonds..." 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-sM-t1KI_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naoknj1ebqI
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     I will now move on in my cosmological Messier-survey, which has taken me: 
 

1)   from gravitationally collapsing  galactic giant molecular clouds (GMC), heating up and giving 

rise to new-born stars of different mass, which settle down on the HR Main  Seq. as: 
     HIGH MASS STARS (>8 Solar) 
to hot and massive (8-200 sun) blue OB-stars, ionizing the surrounding gas/ dust clouds as emission 
nebulae (EN),  
     LOW MASS STARS  (0.1 – 8 Solar)  
and to intermediate size (~1-5 solar) white/ yellow type A-F-G stars, plus small  mass (~0.1 solar) 
cool and dim red type K-M stars 
 

2) further on to groups of young MS stars in open clusters (0-10Myr “Kindergarten”) that have 

cleared the surrounding gas/dust by stellar winds and are now fusing H->He while contracting on 
the Main Seq. (MS); 
 
3) and on to aging open clusters (10-100Myr “Teenagers”,  plus 100-1000Myr “Boomers”); 
where first the most massive OB-stars quickly start fusing He->C->O->Iron, swelling up as exotic 
stars like WR, BSG, LBV and YHG to end their lives as red K-I luminous supergiants, that explode as 
type II core collapse supernovae;  
 
4) to medium age OCs (1000-5000Myr “Retirees”),  where the less massive BA-stars are also leaving 
the MS, evolving up first the RGB and then the AGB to become Red Giants and end their life as 
novae or type Ia supernovae; 
 
5) and ending with the very ancient OCs (5000+Myr “Hospice”), where all the type OBA- stars have 
left the MS, and the CMD is dominated by KM-stars on the MS, plus well populated RGB and AGB 
branches plus many blue stragglers (BSS) and white dwarfs(WD). 
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>8 Solar High-Mass Stars (0.13%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solar Mass Progenitor  Death Remnant Examples         
>60 Of->WR  SN-Ibc Black Hole Cyg OB-2: #7 & #12  blue hypergiants (>90 solar), SAO 20575 O6f 
30-60 O->BSG->LBV->WR SN-Ibc Black Hole τ CMa BSG, P-Cyg LBV, CYG X-1 BH, 

 
 
     Still high mass BSG-stars 20-30 Solar will continue to expand through a short phase as yellow supergiants (YSG, such as A7 Iab HD164514 in M20 / Sgr OB1) and further on to red 
supergiants (RSG, such as α Ori ~ Betelgeuse), to finally blow up in a type SN-IIb core collapse supernova, leaving a black hole or a spinning neutron star.  
 

     Somewhat lower-mass giants of 10-20 Solar mass will develop through a pulsating variable phase as an RSG star (possibly a Cepheid if <15 solar) , ending in a type SN-IIP core 
collapse to a neutron star/pulsar. 
 

Solar Mass Progenitor  Death Remnant Examples         
20-30 O->BSG->RSG->WR SN-Ib / SN-IIb Black Hole WR136-Crescent, WR147-Sh2 157a 
10-20 O->BG->RSG  SN-IIP Neutron star UV CMa BG, β Ori (Rigel) BG, α Ori (Betelgeuse) RSG,  VY CMa RSG,  
     M1 Crab, Abel 85 (CTB-1) SNR, Cyg Veil, SN 2017eaw in NGC6946 
      

 

 

     The high-mass stars (>8 solar mass) are “rare birds” indeed in the stellar zoo, with only 0.13% of all stars being 
hot, massive giants of type O (0.00003%), B (0.13%) and A (0.6%). As we’ve seen in the observations of Messier 
open clusters, already after 1 Gyr (after the “Boomer” time frame) all of the massive OB-stars and most of the A-
type stars have fused  their core hydrogen and left the Main Sequence. The fate of these stars depends on how 
massive they are. 
 
     The very ultra-highest mass (>30 Solar) type O stars fuse Hydrogen at a very fast rate, their temperature and 
luminosity rise, and they start to leave the main sequence (MS) as blue supergiants (BSG stars). Examples of these 
are seen in young clusters such as τ CMa OC (NGC 2362) and the Eagle’s Nest (NGC 6604) in Ser OB2. The furious 
nuclear fusion results in convection/turbulence in the stellar core combined with strong stellar winds, which puffs 
up and expels the outer stellar shell. The increasing mass loss and instability cause most of these supergiants to 
develop into luminous blue variables (LBV stars), such as P-Cygni in Cyg OB-1 and HD194279 in NGC6910.  In <10 
Myr, these ultra-dense and hot supergiant stars have fused all their core-H and strong stellar winds now push out 
and ionize the outer H-shell, while the underlying turbulent core photosphere is exposed, showing strong emission 
in He, N, O and C.  This is the brief and terminal Wolf-Rayet (WR) stage, that ends in core collapse in a type SN-Ibc 
supernova, leaving a black hole (BH). 
 

 



 
 
  

 
 

 

 



 
  

 

 

 

β Ori Rigel 
BSG B8 Iab 

17 Solar 

     To the right, I have listed some type O and early-B class-I blue 
supergiant stars (BSG) in Cygnus OB-1, e.g., HD193514 and 
HD192639; This young association also contains members that have 
evolved from BSG to luminous blue variables (LBV) with pulsations 
and gas envelopes (as P Cygni) and further on to Wolf-Rayet stars 
(WR) that have completely ejected their outer hydrogen shell 
through strong rotation and stellar winds (as WR136). 
 
 

     Below are seen the B8 Iae Blue Super Giant (BSG) star Rigel (β Ori) 
plus the type M2 Ia Red Super Giant (RSG) star Betelgeuse (α Ori). 
     Both these giant stars are of ~20 solar mass and on the road to 
become a type-II supernova, leaving a neutron star pulsar remnant. 
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RSG M4e-Ia 

17 Solar 
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Two examples  of massive 
young stars in Cyg-OB1 

(the NGC 6910 OC): 
 

A blue giant (BG) and 
A P-Cyg var LBV star 

 
 

 

 

 

Some young high-mass BSG stars in Cygnus OB associations: 
 

In: OB2: Schulte #12 B3-4 Ia+ BSG hypergiant (LBV candidate), Schulte #7 O3If* BSG,  
In OB9: HD229196 O6 II BSG, HD194279 B2 Ia LBV 
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Sh2-105 
Crescent 

NGC 6888 
 

                                                     WR 136, a ~4.7 Myr young class WN6 star,  

                                                at a distance of 3 kpc (~11 Kly) in Cyg OB-1. 
 
 

     ~200.000 ago it was a massive late O star like P Cygni, but with only half the 
mass (~30x Msol) of P Cygni, it did not develop into an erupting Luminous Blue 
Variable (LVB), but instead swelled up as a red supergiant (RSG), quietly 
expelling its outer hydrogen layer. The star then heated up to a surface temp. 
~70,000° K, developing into the young WR-star we observe today, with a mass of 
15x Msol and a luminosity of 250,000x Lsol.  In a few million years, WR136 will 
explode as a SN-Ib supernova 
 

     The high velocity stellar wind from the WN6-star now collides with the 
expanding hydrogen shell from the earlier RSG stage, heating up the gas and 
creating an impact front, that is ionized (OIII) by the hot star’s strong UV 
radiation. This is the  ”Crescent” emission nebula (NGC 6888), we see today 
around WR 136. 
 

     Within a few hundred thousand years from now, WR 136 will pop as a type-
Ibc supernova, leaving just a small spinning neutron star in the centre of a new 
“Veil Nebula” in Cygnus. 
 

         I first try to spot the Crescent nebula (NGC 6888) visually in my 80mm 
refractor, but though the observing conditions are good tonight (for my suburban 
backyard), I find the nebula hard to see.  
 
   
 
 

 

  

   My OIII filter is too “aggressive” on this small refractor (it eats too much light); My UHC is better, and with persistence 
I think I can – maybe – discern faint nebulosity around the two NE stars in the parallelogram asterism (at the brightest 
position of the crescent), but I’m not 100% sure. 
 

   This observation was done using a Zeiss 10mm orthoscopic for 108x @ ~0.4° FOV; In my drawing I have indicated 
the outline of the Crescent Nebula (NGC 6888) relative to the parallelogram asterism, but as mentioned I did not 
actually see that visually. 
  

     As usual when I have to throw in the towel observing with glass oculars, I click over to my “electronic eyepiece”: 
the small R2 CCD/LCD setup. 
      

     The NE part of the Crescent Nebula is now evident, showing details of intertwined strands of gas in the ejected 
ionized shell from WR 136. The SW part of the nebula is much fainter, and I was not able to draw any details in that 
(so I have just indicated its outer contour with a dotted line. 
     
     To the left is seen the drawing I made using live video at ~136x in a 0.3° FOV. The uploaded version only shows 
around half the details in the Crescent, that I was able to sketch, but unfortunately really fine shading and contrast 
are not resolved by my scanner. 
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Another example of a  
WR (Wolf-Rayet) star, 

-- here WR157  in Cas OB-2 
 
     The northern portion of Sh2-157 (Sim 13, aka 
Sh2-157a) is a ring nebula around the Wolf-Rayet 
star WR 157, in the Basel 3-star cluster that in turn 
is part of the Cas OB2 association. 
 
 
 
 

 
     Also, in this area of the sky, is seen the “Bubble Nebula” 
(NGC 7635) blown up by hot stellar winds from the central 
2.5 Myr young O-6.5 III giant star. This star had an initial 
mass of 60 solar, and with the mass loss to the bubble it is 
now down to a still impressive 45 solar mass. 
 
 
 
 

56N 12 E Copenhagen DK 
2016-10-04, 20:00 UT 
Vixen FL-80S/640 + 1.7xGPC 
R2 ccd/lcd + 0.5x RED Live video 
Trsp.: 6/7, Seeing: 8/10 

 
     ΗII emission region NGC 
7635, with an expanding 
hollow cavity (”bubble”) 
formed by UV-radiation 
pressure from the hot blue 
9m central star: O6.5 SAO 
20575 (marked ‘1’ on my 
drawing) 
 
     The emission nebula is 
located at 2.5 Kpc, 6° WNW 
of Bet Cas (Caph), ½° SW of 
M52 OC. 
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Vixen FL-80S 
R2 ccd/lcd 
Live Video 
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Cyg BSG 
 X-1 

Cyg X-1: A stripped-core direct collapse Black Hole in Cygnus OB-3 (no supernova explosion) 
The >40 Solar Mass progenitor lost mass through WR-ejection plus accretion by its O9.7 Iab supergiant binary companion. 

 

     Cygnus X-1 is a 15 solar mass black hole in a 0.2 AU close orbit with 
a 20 solar mass BSG (blue supergiant): HDE 226868. The system formed 
only 6 Myr ago in Cyg-OB3, ca 1.8 Kpc up our local Ori-Cyg spiral arm. 
The Cyg X-1 black hole was created in a Type-Ic supernova event, when 
the stripped core of a ~45 solar mass progenitor star collapsed, 
whereafter it started accreting material from its companion supergiant. 
The material now forms a rotating disk around the black hole, spiralling 
into it and being shot out in jets perpendicular to the spin axis. 

     Ultra-massive (>30 solar mass) and hot type O-stars (Blue Super-Giants: BSG) are 
typically found in young star-forming regions of spiral galaxies; They are however rare, and 
they are often born as blue stragglers that evolve into Luminous Blue Variables (LBV). 
Around two dozen LBV-stars are known in our own Milky way, including P-Cygni plus 3 
LBV-stars in Carina (HR, AG and Eta Carinae), and a comparable amount of LBV stars have 
been identified in our neighboring galaxies, such as S Doradus in LMC, Var 83 in M33,  and 
the P-Cyg variable AE And in M31. 
 

     When ultra-massive LBV-stars (>30 solar) are stripped of their outer shells, either 
through a Wolf-Rayet stellar wind or alternatively by a binary companion accreting their 
outer H- and He-layers, the core continues nuclear fusion to inert Nickel-Iron, whereafter 

the star im/explodes directly to a black hole in a Type Ibc “stripped core collapse” 
supernova (H-stripped ->type Ib, whereas H & He-stripped -> Type Ic). Example Cyg X-1. 
 
 
 

      Massive (8-30 solar) stars are fast to complete their H- and He-burning, whereafter they cool through a 
yellow supergiant (YSG) phase ending up as variable red supergiants (RSG) like Betelgeuse and Antares, fusing 

still heavier elements until Nickel-Iron, whereupon the star explodes as a Type-II core collapse supernova. 
 

      Less massive MS stars (<8 solar)  first burn their H->He on the red giant branch (RGB), then start core  
He->C+O fusion on the horizontal branch (HB), and finally shell-He burning on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB).   
When nuclear fusion reaches Carbon, the core starts contracting and heating up; In this phase the radiation 
puffs up the outer layers as a planetary nebula (PN,) while the core cools down to become a white dwarf (WD). 
If a WD finds itself in a binary system with a more massive star, it can start accreting material from the 
companion, whereafter nuclear fusion to Nickel-Iron can start in the WD core, until it reaches the Chandrasekhar 

limit of ~ 1.4 solar mass, where the degenerate core collapses as a Type Ia binary system Supernova. 
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M1 Crab SNR @ 6.5x  
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TS 60/360mm, TV 13mm EP, 12nm Hα filter                        Calvin College Observatory                            Hyperspectral View of the Crab Nebula. 
PVS-14 w/ Photonis 4G Intens NV                                                                                                                      the Astronomical Journal · April 2010 
iPhone 5S, NightCap  App   -- Allan Dystrup                                                                                                                    
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/230964234 

PSR B0531+21 

 

 

     M1 is the only supernova remnant (SNR) in the Messier-catalogue. It 
started as a star several times (ca 10x) more massive than the Sun, then 
developed into a red supergiant (RSG) , that exhausted its nuclear fuel in 
just 10 MYR (100 times faster than the sun). 
 
     Its remaining earth sized core then gravitationally collapsed within 
seconds to a small (~15km radius) fast spinning (30x/s) and  dense of (1 cm3  
=  109 ton) neutron star with an extremely strong magnetic field. At the same 
time the infalling gas re-bounced in a gigantic, cataclysmic explosion 
forming an expanding, filamentary emission nebula. 
 
     All this happened ca 1000 YR ago (in the year 1054), where it could be 
observed for 23 days during broad daylight). 
 
     As electrons are accelerated through this magnetic field, they emit 
synchrotron radiation jets along the rotational axis. The nebula shows : 
 

• A faint skin surrounding it ([OIII]) 

• An outer web of ejecta filament expelled by the supernova explosion, 
(rich with H at the right temperature to emit Hα) 

• An inner synchrotron emission nebula (ionized H) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 10 Solar mass progenitor 
-> RSG (Red super giant) 

-> Type-II core collapse SN with 
     Central neutron star pulsar (PSR B0531+21) + Ionized emission nebula 
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Cassiopeia Arc, CAS OB 
Abell 85 SNR 
CTB 1, LBN 576 
 

 

 

     Abell 85 is an ~10.000-year young Supernova remnant  
(SNR G116.9+00.1), that shows up as a large ½° diameter 
disc, but it has a low surface brightness, plus it’s relatively 
weak in OIII and Hβ emission. It has therefore proven 
extremely challenging for purely visual observers, and 
even astro-photographers often report spending tens of 
hours exposure to catch a good image of the object. The 
SNR is however bright in radio emission (CTB-1) and also 
decent in Hα, where especially the southern arc of the 
disc (LBN 576) is obvious.  
 

     I have no trouble identifying the SNR using my 4” 
refractor + IIT, though of course the resolution is nowhere 
near what you can catch in a CCD image. The view here is 
from a live observation in October 2019, using my Zeiss 
4” refractor with a 41mm Panoptic eyepiece plus a 6nm 
Hα narrow-band filter and my PV14 night vision 
monocular on top. The image is taken using my iPhone Xs 
as a 90s averaging of 1s exposures. 
 

https://aasnova.org/2019/05/20/featured-image-a-
runaway-pulsar/ 
 
 

 

A 15 Solar mass progenitor 
-> RSG (Red super giant) 

-> Type-II binary system core collapse SN with 
run-away neutron-star pulsar (PSR J0002+6216) 

Ionized emission nebula CTB 1 bubble (SNR G116.9+00.1) 
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PERSEUS Arm 
CAS OB5 
~ 2½ kpc 

 
 

https://aasnova.org/2019/05/20/featured-image-a-runaway-pulsar/
https://aasnova.org/2019/05/20/featured-image-a-runaway-pulsar/


  

 

 

 

  

A ~15 solar mass type B0 progenitor 
-> RSG (Red super giant) 

-> Type-II binary system core collapse SN with 
neutron-star pulsar (?)  + Ionized emission neb. 

 
 

 
  

center 

pulsar? 

Blowout      region 

The Veil in Cygnus 
(aka the Cygnus 
Loop is located in 
the foreground at 
~0.5 Kpc (1500 Ly) 
when we’re 
looking up our Ori-
Cyg spiral arm, just 
3° S of ε Cyg.  
 

     It is the shroud 
of a ~20x solar 
mass supergiant 
star that expired 
~8.000 years ago.  
  

Although relatively 
short lived, there 
are many other 
SNR veils still 
visible, slowly 
dissolving up on 
the night sky; 
 



  

 



 

 

 

NGC 6946 

NGC 6939 

 

 

2017-SN-eaw 

    Supernovae from high-mass stars are observed only ~ each 50 years in 
a galaxy like our Milky Way, but a SN explosion occurs every second 
somewhere in the universe, and sometimes the galaxy is close enough 
that the event can be observed from Earth. 
      
     This occurred on May 14. 2017, where a supernova of type-II core 
collapse (SN2017-eaw) flared up at a distance of ~7 Kpc in the nearby 
Fireworks Galaxy (NGC 6946 in Cepheus). The progenitor star had been a  
16 Solar mass RSG (Red Super-Giant), and in 10 days it rose to a luminosity 
of around ~12m, whereafter it faded again over the next 200 days. Here’s 
my recording of the SN2017 eaw. 
 
 

2017-SN-eaw 

Vixen FL-80S 
R2 ccd/lcd 
Live Video 

A supernova in a neighboring galaxy (NGC 6946 “Firecracker”) 
 

A ~16 solar mass progenitor 
-> RSG (Red super giant) 

-> Type-II system core collapse SN with 
neutron-star pulsar core (?)  
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